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L O V E  F O R 
T H E  W O M A N

Antonellis captures the hearts of jewellery lovers with 
its powerful LOVE collection. The woman, in all her 

forms, is the starting point for each
creation. Each piece is crafted with an eye for

detail and finished with the utmost care.
The result is a unique collection of elegant

jewellery that pays homage to
the contemporary woman. 
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L E S S 
I S  M O R E 

The minimalist jewels emphasize the woman’s 
natural beauty without being overpowering. 

They radiate softness and subtlety while
revealing the power of a woman.
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T I M E L E S S 
D E S I G N  

Just like today’s woman, the LOVE collection can’t be 
pigeon-holed. Minimalist and innovative, striking and 

yet modest, soothing and authentic. This special fusion 
results in an accessible collection with a timeless design. 
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Every jewel is refined down to the 
smallest detail. 

Ris renim es dolum ipiet que nonsequia custota veliquosa et 
ommodis temolupid qui officae re peria culpa

conest expernatet audita volorio blabo.  Pudam, cum
experorporem dem. 
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Minimalist, subtle and yet warm creations.
The LOVE collection is the embodiment of a no-frills luxury jewellery 

collection. The jewels consist mainly of gold and diamonds. We worked 
exclusively with natural, high-quality materials. Fresh creations to

wear with pleasure. 

Diamonds forever,
love forever 
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For today’s woman who enjoys a 
refined look with a twist.
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Fall under the spell of sensual gold 
and diamond jewellery.
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An enchanting collection for
elegant women.

Long live love    
Love is embracing life. It’s the most beautiful thing there is.

The LOVE collection consists of designs that make your heart leap. 
Long live love, long live the contemporary woman.

Long live you.

 
Personalised
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Love is all 
you need
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